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A B S T R A C T

We describe a case of small bowel Crohn’s disease in which dual-energy computed tomog-

raphy enterography using dual-layer spectral detector scanner contributed to quantitative

assessment, and provided a higher degree of confidence pertaining to the diagnosis. Dual-

layer spectral detector computed tomography enables retrospective analysis including virtual

monochromatic imaging, iodine mapping, and determining the effective atomic number Z

with routine scan protocols. These advanced parametric dual-energy imaging holds prom-

ising potential as an imaging biomarker for diagnosis, risk-stratification, monitoring of disease

progression and therapy, and outcome prediction.

© 2018 the Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. under copyright license from the University

of Washington. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

Introduction

Crohn’s disease is a chronic inflammatory process that affects
various parts of the gastrointestinal tract with an unknown eti-
ology, which most commonly affects young people in late
adolescence and early adulthood [1]. Imaging has played crucial
roles not only in diagnosis but also in management of patients
with Crohn’s disease, as it characteristically undergoes recur-
rent relapses and remissions [2].The development of computed
tomography (CT) technique in the recent years has made CT

enterography emerge as the mainstream diagnostic tool in the
evaluation of small-bowel diseases [3,4]. The major advantages
of CT enterography are its noninvasive nature and a compre-
hensive evaluation of both enteric and especially extra-enteric
abnormalities. Although CT enterography has shown high sen-
sitivity in the diagnosis of small bowel Crohn’s disease, several
of the most common signs are nonspecific, including bowel wall
thickening, increased perienteric fat attenuation, and bowel wall
hyperenhancement [4]. Bowel wall hyperenhancement is the
reliable sign for active Crohn’s disease, but these findings are
often subtle and difficult to identify with confidence.
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Dual-energy CT is an imaging technique based on data ac-
quisition at 2 different energy settings.This technique is widely
used in cardiovascular imaging, especially for pulmonary em-
bolism work-up but is now also increasingly developed in the
field of abdominal imaging [5]. Dual-energy postprocessing
methods of iodine-selective imaging (iodine mapping) and
virtual monochromatic imaging have the broadest applicabil-
ity in clinical imaging. These imaging methods are particularly
useful for situations in which subtle differences in contrast en-
hancement may have important clinical implications. There
is a greater difference in attenuation between normal and ab-
normal perfused tissue at lower energy levels in virtual
monochromatic imaging, which results in improved clarity per-
taining to the hyperenhancement of tissues, such as those of
the active Crohn’s disease. Furthermore, iodine mapping can
be used to quantitatively measure bowel wall enhancement
based on estimated iodine concentrations at designated regions
of interest. This can further increase confidence pertaining to
the degree of altered enhancement and is of potential benefit
to patients with Crohn’s disease. Recently, the novel detector-
based dual-energy CT system called dual-layer spectral detector
CT became commercially available (iQon Spectral CT; Philips
Healthcare, Best, the Netherlands).The instrument uses a single
x-ray source and acquires dual-energy information by mea-
suring the low-energy regions of the emitted spectrum through
the upper layer of the detector, and high-energy photons pen-
etrate this layer and are measured in by the deeper layer of
the detector [6]. This new technology facilitates the simulta-
neous acquisition of low- and high-energy data at exactly the
same spatial position, and the dual-energy information is ret-
rospectively available for every scan with routine protocols.
This technique may improve diagnostic confidence in CT
enterography.

Here, we describe a case of small bowel Crohn’s disease in
which dual-energy CT enterography using dual-layer spec-
tral detector scanner contributed to quantitative assessment
as an imaging biomarker.

Case report

A 73-year-old male presented with abdominal pain, diarrhea,
and weight loss. Based on clinical, radiological, endoscopic, and
histological findings, he was diagnosed with small bowel
Crohn’s disease. Standard infliximab induction therapy was
commenced, and there was a significant symptomatic and bio-
chemical improvement. However, after approximately 8 years
of symptom-free remission, his symptoms began to return, and
he was admitted to our hospital. His abdomen was soft with
mild right-sided tenderness. Laboratory studies showed only
slight inflammatory signs (C-reactive protein, 2.48 mg/dL). We
considered a relapse of Crohn’s disease and performed CT
enterography using a dual-layer spectral detector CT system
with a standard scan protocol [7,8]. The standard contrast ma-
terial dosage (600 mgI/kg) was delivered at a rate of 3 mL/s,
and the scanning was initiated 45 seconds (enteric phase) and
85 seconds (delayed phase) after contrast material injection.
The scan parameters were as follows: detector configuration,
64 × 0.625 mm; gantry rotation time, 0.5 seconds; helical pitch

(beam pitch), 0.797; tube voltage, 120 kVp; tube current–time
product, 124 mAs (effective mAs) with automodulation; and
volume CT dose index, 11.6 mGy and 10.4 mGy for the enteric
and delayed phases, respectively. The initial CT scan revealed
strictures with wall thickening and abnormal enhancement pat-
terns on the right side of the small bowel (ileum) and mild
dilatation of the intervening segments with normal thickness
and enhancement patterns (Fig. 1A). Based on these findings,
Crohn’s disease with an actively inflamed small bowel was sus-
pected. For more confidence in the diagnosis, we performed
retrospective dual-energy analyses of the enteric phase image
data using a thin-client workstation (Spectral Diagnostic Suite;
Philips Healthcare, Best, the Netherlands). Virtual monochro-
matic 40-keV images created with the dual-energy data showed
better contrast attenuation between the inflamed and non-
inflamed segments than the conventional images (Fig. 1b). The
parametric analysis of iodine density mapping revealed iodine
levels of 2.8 mg/mL in the inflamed bowel segment and 1.3 mg/
mL in the normal segment (Fig. 1C). The effective atomic
numbers (Zeff) of the inflamed and normal bowel segments were
8.7 and 7.8, respectively, indicating that the inflamed segment
contained more iodinated contrast than the normal segment
(Fig. 1D). We confidently diagnosed a relapse of Crohn’s disease
in the ileum. Subsequent retrograde (anal approach) double-
balloon enteroscopy confirmed active mucosal inflammation,
edema, and the stricture in the distal ileum.

The patient continued taking mesalamine 2 g daily and
was started on controlled ileal release budesonide 9 mg daily
with significant symptomatic improvement. Follow-up CT
enterography 2 months after initiating this therapy showed that
the strictures with wall thickening and abnormal enhancement
patterns in the ileum were improved. The iodine level in the
ileum lesion had also decreased to 1.5 mg/mL, which was equiv-
alent to the level in the normal small bowel wall (Fig. 2).

Discussion

CT enterography is a noninvasive imaging test that uses a
neutral intraluminal contrast medium and an intravenous con-
trast medium to assess small bowel disorders, particularly the
extent and severity of Crohn’s disease [3]. CT enterography is
now becoming the first-line modality for the evaluation of sus-
pected Crohn’s disease. CT enterography has also become an
important alternative to traditional fluoroscopy in the assess-
ment of small bowel disorders.

Thanks to a simultaneous acquisition at high and low energy
x-ray datasets, dual energy CT can achieve material-based de-
composition and reconstruct parametric images. That can
facilitate a higher level of material characterization than con-
ventional single-energy CT. The dual-layer spectral detector CT
scanner is a newest type of dual-energy CT system, and have
commercially introduced in 2016. With this new technology the
dual-energy information is retrospectively available for every
scan by following the usual protocols, and no a priori deci-
sion on the suitability or need of dual-energy acquisition before
the examination is needed; the other conventional tube-
based dual-energy CT system (dual-source system, fast kVp
switching system, and sequential 2-scan system) require a
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prescan determination of use that makes it difficult to use them
in routine clinical practice.

We have demonstrated that, compared with conventional
CT enterography alone, retrospective analysis of dual-energy
CT enterography, performed using a dual-layer spectral de-
tector CT system, improved clarity and confidence in the
diagnosis of small bowel Crohn’s disease. Dual-energy anal-
yses included virtual monochromatic imaging and parametric
imaging (iodine density mapping and effective atomic number
mapping). Virtual monochromatic imaging and iodine density
mapping are the dual-energy analysis techniques with the
broadest application in clinical practice. Attenuation of iodine
is increased at lower energy levels (e.g., 40-keV) predomi-
nantly due to the photoelectric effect [9].Therefore, high iodine-
containing tissue becomes hyper-attenuated at low energy levels
in virtual monochromatic imaging [10]. This difference in at-
tenuation between high and low iodine-containing tissues at
low energy levels could improve imaging clarity in Crohn’s
disease. Iodine density mapping allowed a qualitative assess-
ment of iodine levels in the tissue, and estimated iodine
concentrations (mg/mL) could be calculated and displayed in
color. Iodine density mapping also has the potential to improve
confidence in the identification of actively inflamed small bowel

due to Crohn’s disease and to enable the quantitative evalu-
ation of severity. Dual-energy analysis can also provide Zeff,
which may enhance tissue characterization leading to new
quantitative diagnostic parameters. The distinction between
inflammatory and fibrostenotic strictures is clinically rele-
vant due to the different management strategies employed. In
this case, the CT images were acquired at the enteric and
delayed phases based on previous reports [7,8]. Although we
performed the dual-energy analysis using the enteric phase
images in this case, additional dual-energy analysis using the
delayed phase images may provide fibrotic lesion informa-
tion that are emphasized more in this phase. This could aid
in discriminating between active inflammation and the fi-
brotic lesions or assessing the coexistence of these 2 conditions.

Because many patients with Crohn’s disease are young, the
radiation exposure in CT enterography should be minimized
and carefully monitored, and radiation dose reduction tech-
niques, including automatic exposure control and iterative
image reconstruction algorithms, should be employed.

Thus, advanced parametric dual-energy imaging might hold
promising potential as an imaging biomarker for diagnosis, risk-
stratification, monitoring of disease progression and therapy,
and outcome prediction. However, further investigations are

Fig. 1 – Computed tomography enterography images showing an actively inflamed small bowel due to Crohn’s disease in
the right abdomen (arrows). The inflamed segments with abnormal wall enhancement are less evident on the conventional
image (A) than on the virtual monochromatic 40-keV image (B). An iodine map (C) shows iodine levels of 2.8 mg/mL in the
inflamed bowel segment and 1.3 mg/mL in the normal segment. The effective atomic numbers of the inflamed and normal
segments were 8.7 and 7.8, respectively (D).
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warranted for confirmation. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first patient with Crohn’s disease to have undergone para-
metric dual-energy analysis performed on a dual-layer spectral
detector CT system, a new dual-energy CT system.
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Fig. 2 – An iodine map of the follow-up computed
tomography enterography at 2 months after the initiation
of the new therapy regimen demonstrates improvement in
the ileac lesions and an iodine level of 1.5 mg/mL, which is
equivalent to the level in the normal small bowel wall.
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